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Abstract

High dose He implantation in V can lead to the formation of He bubble arrays with high cavity volume fractions. These
structures, which are of interest in relation to applications such as catalysis, are characterized by nanoscale cavities of
uniform size separated by microscopically thin metal walls. The oxidation of such structures with volume fractions of
approximately 20%, is investigated. High levels of lateral stress are evident in the implanted V specimens. A combination of
TEM and IBA is used to show that when such structures are thermally oxidized in flowing oxygen at temperatures up to

Ž . Ž4008C: i an abrupt interface is maintained between the growing oxide layer and the underlying V which is also the case
. Ž . Ž .for compact V ; ii the underlying bubble structure is preserved; iii unexpectedly, the oxygen uptake is slightly inhibited

Ž .compared with that for compact V, and; iv the formation of V O is favored over V O when compared with compact V.2 5 3 7

1. Introduction

Helium is insoluble in metals and precipitates out to
form gas bubbles. For high dose helium implantation at

Žtemperatures ,0.2 T where T is the melting tempera-m m
.ture of the metal the bubbles are in high concentration

25 y3 Ž w x.,2=10 m see for example, Refs. 1–10 . As the
bubble array coarsens with increasing dose, the bubble

Ž .concentration falls but the cavity volume fraction DV rVb
w xincreases 7–10 . These coarser bubble arrays are charac-

Žterized by a high degree of cavitation i.e., a high cavity
.volume fraction . Very little is known of the chemical and

physical properties of such implanted surfaces. A high
degree of cavitation might be expected to increase the
chemical activity, whereas the high levels of biaxial com-
pressive stress in planes parallel with the surface — the
lateral stress — might be expected to lower the activity by
restricting atomic transport through the surface.

The present work was prompted in part by the possibil-
ity that heavily cavitated layers prepared in metal surfaces
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by helium ion implantation could have unique chemical
properties. Here we examine the oxidation of such surfaces
in vanadium. Vanadium was chosen for this first TEMrion

Ž .beam analysis IBA study for a variety of reasons includ-
Ž .ing: i of all the metals, it has one of the most complex

oxide systems and so provides a potentially rich area of
research into the chemical activity of helium implanted

Ž .surfaces; ii it was the metal used in the most detailed
previous studies of the cavity structures formed by helium

w x Ž .implantation 6–8,10 ; iii it was the metal used in a
recent investigation into the use of Raman spectroscopy

w xfor the study of oxidation in thin implanted layers 11 ; and
Ž .iv the vanadium oxides have particular potential in cat-
alytic applications and as lithium intercalators in lithium
battery technology.

In considering the microstructural changes in metals
resulting from gas implantations, a further source of inter-
est arises from the possible influence such changes may
have on the operation of controlled thermonuclear fusion

Ž w x.reactors see for example, Refs. 12–18 . Vanadium and
vanadium-based alloys are potential candidate metals for

w xfusion systems 14–17 . The primary containment wall and
other plasma-facing surfaces, such as metals used for
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w xselective helium pumping at the plasma boundary 14,17 ,
will be bombarded by helium produced in nuclear reac-
tions in the plasma. Helium induced cavity structures in
plasma-facing metals have been investigated, for example,

w x w xby Bein et al. 17 and by Muroga et al. 18 . In a given
device, the precise nature of the cavity structure will
depend, of course, on many factors including the implanta-
tion history, operating surface temperature and exposure to

w xthermal transients involving high heat loadings 16,18 .
Knowledge of the physical and chemical properties of
highly cavitated vanadium surfaces is of interest in this
context, also.

For monoenergetic helium implantation in copper, a
proposed model for the development of the bubble struc-
ture with depth below the surface and with increasing

w xhelium dose has been reported elsewhere 9 . In the case of
vanadium, the evidence is consistent with the model pro-

w xposed for copper 10 . The results for both metals are
consistent with the proposition that the bubble growth, at
least in the later stages of bubble development, is driven
mainly by the local helium concentration in the matrix
rather than by the damage.

A striking feature of the bubble structures at matrix
helium levels around 10 at.% is the ordering of gas

w xbubbles to form a gas-bubble superlattice 1–10 consisting
Žof small helium bubbles of very uniform size ,2 nm

. Ždiameter at high concentration nearest neighbor distance
.,4 nm . With increased helium dose, the bubble array

w xremains ordered as it coarsens 8–10 . At high dose levels,
corresponding to helium concentrations beyond 20 at.%,
the bubble arrays are less well ordered. The ordered stages
at low and medium helium dose levels are thought to be
centrally important in seeding the unique characteristics of
the random cavity structures found at the higher helium
concentrations. Structures beyond the superlattice stage are
characterized by nanoscale cavities of uniform size and
metal ‘walls’ separating nearest-neighbor cavities which

w xare thin on a microscopic scale 7,10 . In the present work
we use TEM and IBA techniques to investigate the oxida-
tion of vanadium surfaces containing cavity structures
which retain some degree of cavity ordering, but are on a
coarser scale than the superlattice stage of bubble develop-
ment.

2. Experimental procedure

Vanadium foil, 99.8% pure, 25 mm thick, from Good-
fellow Metals was diamond polished in stages down to 1
mm diamond paste and annealed at 12008C for 2 h in
vacuum. The samples were implanted with 160 keV he-
lium at 608 to the surface normal. For these conditions, the
distribution of implanted helium with depth below the

w xtarget surface calculated using TRIM-95 19 is a bell-
shaped curve centered on a depth of approximately 300
nm. The results are broadly similar to those already pub-

w xlished for copper 9 and so are not presented here. Ion
doses ranged from the critical dose for blistering, Fc
Ž 22 q y2 .,10 He ions m in our conditions , down to 0.55F .c

The incident beam was scanned over an area of approxi-
mately 1.5 cm2 during the implantation. The beam dose
uniformity, judged by the visible onset of blistering and
observation by TEM of the uniformity of bubble struc-
tures, is estimated to be within "10% over a 1 cm2 central
region. The sample temperature was maintained near 1608C
Ž .0.2 T , where T is the melting point of vanadiumm m

during the implantation.
Following ion implantation, up to nine 3 mm discs

were punched from the implanted region. Where neces-
sary, the surface layers were removed to expose bubble
structures with high cavity volume fractions. Such erosion
was effected with a 30 mA, 4 keV argon beam directed

Ž .onto the front implanted surface of the sample, at 308 to
the surface normal, while the sample was rotated. Ion
milling times ranged from 10 min to 4 h. The samples
were held under a tantalum mask; tantalum being conven-
tionally favored because of its low sputtering coefficient.

Oxidations were performed using a conventional flow
furnace of volume 150 ml in a 99% oxygen 1% argon
atmosphere with gas flow rate of 20 ml miny1. Tempera-

w xtures below 0.5 T 20 were chosen in an attempt tom

preserve the underlying cavitation through the oxidation
process.

2.1. Sample analysis

Samples were back-thinned for TEM either by wet
Žchemical jet thinning to perforation typically taking about

. Ž1 min with a 15% H SO in CH OH solution with the2 4 3
.implantedroxidized face protected by Mylar film , or by

Žion beam milling to perforation which typically took some
.tens of h . TEM was performed with a Philips 420 micro-

scope, at an accelerating voltage of 100 keV.
Ion Beam Analysis was carried out in a general purpose

IBA chamber on a vertical KN3000 Van de Graaff acceler-
w xator, described in Ref. 21 . For Rutherford backscattering

Ž .spectrometry RBS , a 2 MeV a-particle beam was used,
with particle detection at 1658. Areal densities of oxygen

Ž .were determined by nuclear reaction analysis NRA via
16 Ž .the O d, p reaction. The protons generated by the 9501

keV incident deuteron beam were detected in a 300 mm2

silicon surface barrier detector at 1508. A 13 mm Mylar
film prevented elastically-scattered deuterons from swamp-
ing the detector.

3. Results and analysis

3.1. Annealed Õanadium

Electron diffraction indicates that annealing resulted in
w xmost of the vanadium crystals having the 111 direction
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normal to the surface. NRA showed a bulk global compo-
sition of approximately 4 at.% of oxygen after annealing.

w xThis is above the solubility limit for oxygen 22 . Thin
platelets of the a

X oxide phase containing up to 12 or 13
w xat.% of oxygen 23 were found in a matrix of a-phase

Žvanadium which contained oxygen in dilute less than 4
. Xat.% solid solution. Extensive regions free of a oxide

phase were observed and all TEM results pertain to such
regions.

3.2. Implanted Õanadium

Representative bubble structures having high cavity
volume fractions are shown in Fig. 1. The bubble structure
of a sample irradiated to a dose of 0.7F is shown in Fig.c

1a. The bubbles vary in diameter from 2.0 to 3.5 nm. The
estimated cavity volume fraction is 20%. This stage of

Žbubble development is beyond the superlattice stage which
.extends to cavity volume fractions of up to 10% .

Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. a Bubble structure of a sample irradiated to 0.7F and prepared for TEM by jet-thinning. b Bubble structure of a sample irradiatedc
Ž . Ž . Ž .to 0.95F prepared by jet-thinning . c Bubble structure of a sample irradiated to 0.95F prepared by ion beam thinning .c c
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Fig. 2. An implanted vanadium sample, jet-thinned to perforation,
showing catastrophic rupture. The jet was directed onto the back

Ž .of the sample i.e., directed into the page . The deformation in the
Žthicker regions of the specimen is into the jet i.e., away from the

.front surface whereas the deformation in the thinner regions of
the specimen is away from the jet.

Coarser bubble structures in samples irradiated to a
dose of 0.95F are shown in Fig. 1b, c. The specimen ofc

Fig. 1b has been jet-thinned from the back. The bubbles
vary in diameter from 2.5 to 5.0 nm. The specimen of Fig.
1c has been thinned from the back using ion-beam erosion.
In this case the bubbles vary in diameter from 3.0 to 7.0
nm. The structure in Fig. 1a, which could be prepared
more reproducibley than the more advanced cavity struc-
tures, was selected for the first TEMrIBA studies of oxide
formation described below. In terms of stages of bubble
development, this structure is bounded on the low dose
side by the gas-bubble superlattice stage and on the high
dose side by the structure of Fig. 1b, c.

When using jet back-thinning it has been found that
perforation is invariably accompanied by substantial distor-

Ž .tion of the region surrounding the hole Fig. 2 . It is
known that the deposition of gas and damage during
ion-implantation can result in a strong biaxial compression
— the lateral stress — developing in planes parallel with
the target surface. The nature of the distortion in Fig. 2
provides dramatic evidence of the high levels of lateral
stress in the targets investigated here. Notice that in the
thinnest regions of the target around the hole, the curvature

Ž .is towards the front implanted surface, whereas in the
thicker regions, away from the hole edge, the curvature is

Žtowards the back surface i.e., against the electrolyte flow
.direction . This pattern of strain is consistent with the

lateral stress reaching a maximum at a depth below the
Žsurface presumably corresponding to a depth near the

.maximum in the implanted helium concentration rather
than at the surface itself.

It has been found that back-thinning using ion beam
erosion, although much slower, circumvents the catas-
trophic rupture evident in Fig. 2, possibly by relieving the
lateral stress in the ion implanted vanadium more gradu-

ally. Ion beam thinning has two further advantages. It
preserves the bubble structure better than electrochemical
thinning and is less likely to destroy any surface oxides in
oxidized samples.

RBS showed contamination in the samples after im-
planting and ion beam thinning. This is almost certainly
tantalum from the mask in the ion beam thinner. Tantalum
is a simple group V substitutional impurity in vanadium

Žand at the low contamination levels found here less than 1
.at.% is expected to have no significant effect on the

system.

3.3. Oxide thickness

3.3.1. Compact Õanadium
In Fig. 3 we present the oxide thickness, determined by

NRA, for compact vanadium which had been prepared in
the same way as the implanted samples, except that no
implantation nor ion beam thinning was performed. At
4508C the oxide thickness is proportional to t1r2, where t
is the time of oxidation, indicating that the oxidation rate is
limited by the diffusion of reaction products through the
growing oxide layer. At the lower temperatures the oxide

Ž .thickness follows a log t law, indicating a more complex
oxidation process, possibly with a time-variable diffusion
cross-section for the mobile species traversing the growing

w xoxide layer 24 . We also performed RBS on these sam-
ples, and a representative selection of results is shown in
Fig. 4. Below 4508C the oxide has a relatively abrupt
interface with the underlying vanadium. This indicates that
there is very little diffusion of oxygen from the growing
oxide layer into the bulk of the vanadium. By 4508C, slight
interface broadening is evident and a small amount of
oxygen penetrates deeper into the vanadium. This deeper
oxygen is also evident in NRA spectra. It should be noted
that the slope of the RBS edge provides only an upper
limit for the width of the interface between the vanadium

Fig. 3. Oxygen uptake by compact vanadium as a function of time
after thermal oxidation in flowing O , at four temperatures cover-2

ing the range from 250–4508C.
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Fig. 4. RBS spectra from compact vanadium oxidized for 3 h at
different temperatures. Also shown for comparison is the RBS
spectrum of an unoxidized compact vanadium sample. The indica-
tive depth scale has been calculated for a composition of V O ,2 5

but is accurate to within about 10% for the other oxide phases.
The theoretical plateau heights for two oxide phases, which span
the range of oxides observed in the present work, are also shown.

Žand the vanadium oxide, since surface roughness which
.cannot be excluded here would have an identical effect in

broadening the RBS spectrum. The overall conclusion is
that, up to 4508C, there is very little penetration of oxygen
into the bulk vanadium.

3.3.2. Implanted Õanadium
The studies of the oxidation of implanted surfaces

centered on specimens having a cavity structure, similar to
that shown in Fig. 1a, exposed at the surface, where
necessary, by ion beam milling. There was some variabil-
ity possible in the structure at the surface in the different
specimens because of the uncertainties associated with the
helium implantations and the amount of material removed
by ion beam milling. However, the results of NRA and
RBS analyses of the oxidized surface allow us to make
some qualitative observations. Firstly, the implanted sub-
strate does not increase the oxidation rate at all — in fact
it has a slight inhibitory effect, a point we take up later.
Secondly, even though the layer containing bubbles is
several hundreds of nm in thickness, RBS results show no
difference in the broadening of the oxide–vanadium inter-
face between implanted and compact vanadium. The re-
sults indicate that there is little if any interconnection of
the cavities near the front surface of the specimens studied
— at least in so far as oxygen transport is concerned.

3.4. Oxide structures

Since the unit cells for oxides of vanadium tend to be
Ž .large often ,1 nm , crystallites of vanadium oxide can

be distinguished from the vanadium matrix by the appear-
ance of lattice fringes. For the Philips TEM used in this

Fig. 5. Lattice fringe images of an oxide phase on an implanted sample which has been oxidized at 3508C for 30 min, following removal of
the front surface by ion beam thinning. The inset diffraction pattern is from a somewhat larger area than that shown in the micrograph.
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Ž .Fig. 6. a Ring electron diffraction pattern typical of those observed from compact vanadium oxidized at 4008C. The vanadium 110 spot is
Ž .also visible. b Schematic diagram of the electron diffraction pattern showing the main rings only: V O ; - - - V O .3 7 2 5

work, fringes of 0.5 nm are readily observable and it is
seen that, for both compact and implanted vanadium, the
oxides appear as thin rectangular plates, a few nm thick,
and typically 100 nm long by 30 nm across. Invariably, the
lattice fringes run parallel to the long axis of the crystallite.
Overlapping crystallites are often observed.

Fig. 5 shows lattice fringe images of an oxide phase on
a sample implanted to 0.7F . The front surface was re-c

moved by ion beam thinning prior to jet-thinning to perfo-
ration from the back. The sample was oxidized at 3508C
for 30 min before TEM examination. Two large crystallites
are evident. The ratio of the two largest fringe spacings,
measured from the bright-field image, and also from the

Ž .diffraction pattern inset , is 1.19. These fringes can be
Ž . Ž .ascribed to the 200 and 002 planes of V O . The3 7

diffraction pattern also shows reflections from other planes,
Ž . Ž .including 111 and 202 , for which the contributing

crystallites lie outside the area covered by the micrograph.
These reflections confirm that the observed oxide phase is
V O . The bubble structure is no longer evident, being3 7

masked by the oxide, but reappears in the image when the

oxide is removed from the surface by ion beam thinning
for a few min. We have also confirmed that the bubble

Ž .structure is preserved after oxidation at 4008C 0.34 T .m

The phase V O has been observed both in compact and3 7

implanted vanadium, and at oxidation temperatures of
3508C and 4008C. At 3508C, VO is also produced.2

At 4008C, V O is the dominant phase in compact3 7

vanadium. Fig. 6a shows the electron diffraction pattern
for a sample of annealed vanadium which has been oxi-
dized at 4008C for 1 h and then subsequently thinned from
the back with an argon ion beam. Fig. 6b shows that most
of the pattern is due to V O but that two rings are3 7

consistent with a second phase, ascribed to V O . A2 5

similar result is obtained with just 15 min oxidation. An
implanted sample which had not been ion beam thinned
from the front was oxidized for 15 min and then prepared

Ž .for TEM by jet-thinning. The diffraction pattern Fig. 7a
Ž .is consistent with that for V O alone Fig. 7b , although2 5

persistence of V O has been observed in other samples of3 7

highly cavitated vanadium oxidized under identical condi-
tions. These results suggest that in highly cavitated vana-

Ž .Fig. 7. a Ring electron diffraction pattern typical of those observed from implanted vanadium oxidized at 4008C. The vanadium 110 and
Ž .002 spots are also visible. b Schematic diagram of the electron diffraction pattern showing main rings only: - - - V O .2 5
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dium the formation of V O is enhanced over V O .2 5 3 7

Oxidation of implanted surfaces at 3508C has also been
observed to promote the formation of V O at the expense2 5

of V O .3 7

Often, diffraction patterns from oxidized samples show
� 4that the 101 atomic planes give rise to split spots, with

the splitting consistent with the body centered tetragonal b
Ž .phase as0.299 nm, cs0.326 nm , rather than the

Ž .body-centered-cubic a phase as0.304 nm . The onset
of the tetragonal phase is VO , indicating that at least0.18

some of the vanadium matrix has been oxidized to this
level.

4. Discussion

For the conditions used for the argon ion-beam erosion
w xof specimens, calculations performed with TRIM-95 19

for compact vanadium indicate that the mean depth of the
damage distribution due to the argon ion-beam is less than
5 nm. Further, most of the damage is confined to depths
less than 10 nm. These distances are much less than the
thickness of the TEM specimens and we conclude that
damage structures from the ion beam thinning are not a
major feature of the micrographs.

For both compact and implanted vanadium substrates
the oxidation kinetics and preferred phases depend very
sensitively on temperature between 3508C and 4508C. The
highly cavitated vanadium on which oxides have been
grown has influenced the thermal oxidation process; com-
pared with compact vanadium, a different phase composi-
tion is obtained. Furthermore, an inhibition of thermal
oxidation is found. It is known that the ion implantation of
suitable atomic species can improve the corrosion resis-
tance of metals. However, to our knowledge such an effect
has not previously been reported for high dose inert gas

w ximplantations. In fact Rao et al. 25 have found the
reverse effect. For nickel, they found that the physical

Ž .effect of inert species implantation krypton and nickel
was to increase the oxidation rate of the implanted surface.
This was attributed to increased nucleation sites for NiO
formation.

One could speculate that the inhibition of oxidation in
the present case results at least in part from a reduction in
mobility of vanadium interstitials andror oxygen atoms in
the vanadium matrix owing to high levels of lateral stress
in the implanted surface. This is somewhat surprising
given the high degree of cavitation involved. It could be
expected that this inhibition will be more than offset if a

Žfully developed nanoporous layer such as the cavity struc-
.ture shown in Fig. 1c were to be exposed at the specimen

surface. Certainly, for a blistered surface we have found
oxide formation to be considerably enhanced.

It is satisfying that the plateau heights observed in the
RBS spectra, which indicate the overall oxygen content of
the oxide films, are consistent with the phase compositions

observed by TEM. However, it must be pointed out that
the plateau heights are not a particularly sensitive indicator
of overall oxygen content. This may be judged from the
theoretical plateau heights shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore,
the NRA method for oxygen determination does not have
the depth resolution to allow authoritative statements about
the overall stoichiometry of the thin oxide films.

The pore sizes in the substrates used in the present
Ž .study Fig. 1a were larger than those typical of a fully

ordered bubble superlattice but less than those of the
Žhighly swollen structure associated with higher doses Fig.

.1b, c . To prepare as large an area as possible on a given
vanadium sheet for these oxidation studies, the helium
beam was scanned over a larger area than has been previ-
ously used. As a result the beam current density is lower
here than in earlier studies. The bubble sizes are smaller
than we would expect for the total helium doses used,
which may indicate a dose-rate dependence for the forma-
tion of the helium bubble structures in vanadium. In this
context it is interesting to note that dose-rate dependencies
for the onset of blister formation have been found in other

w xgasrmetal systems 26–28 .
Overall, these first results show an influence of the

Ž .implanted high cavity volume fraction vanadium sub-
strate on the rate of oxide formation and on the phase of
the oxide. Other workers have shown that the nature of the

w xsubstrate influences the catalytic properties of V O 29 .2 5

This suggests that it would be interesting to determine the
oxidation kinetics and the chemical properties of vanadium
oxides for substrates with even higher cavity volume frac-
tions.

5. Conclusion

TEM and IBA have been successfully used to identify
and characterize thin oxide layers on compact and im-
planted vanadium. In particular, we have shown that:

Ž .1 There is a high level of lateral stress present in
helium implanted layers.

Ž .2 Unexpectedly, the oxidation of vanadium containing
bubble structures with a high cavity volume fraction of
approximately 20%, is still slightly inhibited compared
with the oxidation of compact vanadium. This is attributed
to an effect of lateral stress.

Ž .3 There is a sharp boundary between the high oxygen
stoichiometry thermal oxide and the underlying arb phase
vanadium in both implanted and compact vanadium at
temperatures up to at least 4508C.

Ž .4 The bubble structures formed by high dose helium
implantation into vanadium are preserved during thermal
oxidation at temperatures up to at least 4008C.

Ž .5 The thermal oxide formed at 4008C on an implanted
substrate contains an appreciable amount of V O , whereas2 5

the 4008C thermal oxide formed on a compact vanadium
substrate contains predominantly V O . This may reflect a3 7
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general tendency to form higher stoichiometry oxides on
helium-implanted surfaces.
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